
MATH 303 Introduction to Stochastic Processes Jan-Apr, 2020

Assignment 7: Grading instructions
Total marks is 20 dived by 2 Final mark is over 10 points, with bonus questions counting for 2
point.

Problem 1 (2 marks)

0.5 mark for each (0 if error or wrong justification)

Problem 2 (6 marks)

1. 1 mark for each answer (average time, and probability). Remove 1 mark if some error in
reasoning or lack of justification about the process considered to derive the answer.
2. 2 marks (correct answer and justification). The probability that the first bus is full should
appear, and mention of independence or memoryless property to justify the whole formula, remove
1 point if there is a lack of justification
3. 2 marks (remove a mark if no justification, error in reasoning, or calculation error).

Problem 3 (6 marks)

1. 1 mark (0 if formula is not correct, 0.5 if no mention of the relevant Poisson process)
2. 1 mark (0 if formula is not correct)
3a. 2 marks (1 mark if reasoning is correct but mistake in calculation)
3.b 2 marks:1 mark if the student show that the result is the probability that one random variable
is smaller than another, and correctly identifies these random variables. 1 mark for correct result

Problem 4 (4 marks + 2 bonus)

1. 2 marks: 1 for the final formula ( 0 if there is a mistake), 1 for the reasoning ( 0 if there is a
mistake)
2.a 2 marks (1 for each, -0.5 if the reasoning is missing)
2.b (bonus) (1 mark for correct final results and 1 point for setting up the calculations correctly)

Problem 5 (2 marks + 2 bonus)

1. 1 mark (Poisson + parameter should appear, 0 else)
2. 2 marks (1 if reasoning is correct ( 0 if there is a mistake), 1 for the final formula ( 0 if there is
a mistake)
3. 1 mark (0 if the formula is not correct or the first moment doesn’t appear)
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